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Thank you for reading our letter and 
taking the time to learn about us.

We are looking to grow our family 
through adoption again. Our toddler 
son, Oliver, is adopted, and we have 
a great relationship with both his 
birth-parents! Gerald is also adopted 
(as is his sister).

Raising Oliver has been a true gift 
and brings us great joy! We would 
love nothing more than to raise  
another child and for Oliver to be  
a big brother! 

Having been through the adoption 
process, we recognize the sacrifice 
you are making for yourself, your 
child, and for us, and we are so 
grateful!

We met in 2013 and married in 
2017. Our home is in South  
Minneapolis, close to biking  
and walking trails and  
the river. It has a big yard to 
play in. 

Family meals are important to 
us, and we eat together each 
day. We both like to cook and try 
different restaurants. We enjoy 
hosting holiday celebrations 
for our friends and family - the 
holidays give us a lot of energy 
and have been extra special 
with a child. 

Cooking a delicious meal and 
sharing with friends and family 
is really important to us, and 
we continue this practice as 
parents. 

We enjoy going to the theater 
(our favorite show so far is 
Hamilton)! We also like to  
travel. Our most recent family 
trips have been to Provincetown, 
MA and San Diego, CA. It’s been 
fun to experience traveling 
with a child. We are thrilled 
to expand our family through 
adoption and experience life 
with multiple children, introducing 
them to everything this world 
has to offer.
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BRIAN & GERALDBRIAN & GERALD

We Would Love to Hear From You!We Would Love to Hear From You!                                                               
Please know that we are committed to loving your child unconditionally,  

and we’ll provide them with the tools to live up to their full potential.  
 

 You can reach us by phone (text or call) at 612-819-8283 (Gerald)  
or 612-803-3221 (Brian) or by email at BrianAndGeraldAdopt@gmail com

hello!hello!

about Gerald:about Brian:
Wonderful Dad to Oliver - enjoys cooking  
and baking with him. 

Has a huge heart, is caring, supportive, and  
a hugger!

Works for a technology company doing  
product management. 

Loves long bike rides and taking Peloton classes. 

Loves to cook and bake (his specialty is  
cinnamon rolls)!

Tremendous Dad to Oliver - enjoys  
reading to him. 
 
Smart, caring, and sensitive.
 
Works for a water company doing  
logistics management.
 
Loves to cook (macaroni & cheese  
is his specialty).

Avid reader of both fiction and non-fiction.

NIGHT OUT TWIN CITIES PRIDE

Loving, caring, curious, and inquisitive toddler!

Loves to be read to (especially “We Don’t Eat Our Classmates”  
and the Elephant and Piggie series).

Enjoys traveling and exploring the world with his dads! 

Will make an incredible big brother!

about Oliver: our life Together:

Buddy and Toro!

BEING CREATIVE WITH THE CAMERA

Family trip to the beach.
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